Awards and Prizes for Commencement
May 2017

I. THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

A. T. Pickering Award—*for excellence in Spanish*
   Christian Nicole Whittemore—of Tennessee

Aiken Taylor Postgraduate Fellowship
   Anne Barry Adams—of Texas

Alex Shipley Jr. Award—*for distinction in Politics during the senior year*
   Caitlin Covert Buchanan—of Texas

Allen Farmer Award—*for outstanding senior leadership in Forestry, Geology, and Natural Resources*
   Darby Joseph McGlone—of Connecticut
   Robert Wesley Pearigen—of Mississippi

Andrew Lytle and Charles Harrison Award for Excellence in English
   Colin Michael Harper—of Tennessee
   Margaret Rose Lebow—of Maryland

Andrew Nelson Lytle Award for Excellence in Southern Studies
   Zack Fox Loehle—of Georgia

Award for Distinction in Art History
   Forrest Miller Parker—of Virginia

Bain-Swiggett Prize—*for poetry*
   Nathaniel Richard Nelson—of Tennessee

Barron-Cravens Cup—*for the outstanding male athlete*
   Avery Leo Schober—of Texas
**Bishop Juhan Award**—for excellence in swimming
- Brooke Madison Kasoff—of Maryland
- Michael Anders Whitehead—of Florida

**Carey Fellows from the Babson Center for Global Commerce**
- William David Gorsline III—of Virginia
- David Walker Harkins—of Louisiana
- Katherine Claire Elise Hill—of Texas
- Tran Bao Ly—of Vietnam
- Anna Lenore Palmer—of New York
- Michael Buckley Wallace—of Texas

**Charles Hammond Memorial Cup**—for the male athlete who best exemplifies excellence in scholarship and leadership
- Broderick Andrew Stone—of Tennessee

**Clarence Day Community Service Award**
- Gabriella Eliza Valentine—of Tennessee
- Nora Maria Viñas—of Florida

**Colonial Dames Grant-in-Aid Award**—for excellence in American History
- Catherine Rose Casselman—of Ohio

**E. G. Richmond Prize in Social Sciences**
- Courtney Diane Saunders—of Tennessee

**Eugene Mark Kayden Prize in Economics**
- Tran Bao Ly—of Vietnam

**Evelyn H. Mooney Award**—for the outstanding female athlete
- Caty Reville Hueske—of South Carolina

**Gilbert Gilchrist Memorial Music Award**
- Huiqi Xu—of China

**Harry C. Yeatman Award in Biology**
- Saunders Stephen Drukker—of Texas
- Kathleen Ann Kull—of North Carolina

**Hugh Harris Caldwell Jr. Award**—for excellence in Philosophy
- Henry Pittman Person—of California

**Isaac Marion Dwight Medal for Philosophical Greek**
- Ena Pierce Lee—of New York

**Jackson Cross Memorial Award**—for outstanding performance in German
- Jennifer Ashley Merriman—of Texas
James Young Perry Sr. C’18 Award—for the football player exhibiting exemplary character and sportsmanship
  Riley Harrison Malone—of Tennessee

John Flynn Outstanding Female Intramural Athlete of the Year Award
  Shelby Heath Meckstroth—of Louisiana

John Flynn Outstanding Male Intramural Athlete of the Year Award
  William Blanton Stagno—of Alabama

John McCrady Memorial Award—for excellence in Art
  Mary Carmen Perez—of California

Judy Running Memorial Music Prize
  Alyson Lily Carr—of Tennessee

The Kayden Scholarship for Graduate Study
  Courtney Diane Saunders—of Tennessee

King Prize for Excellence in History
  Amber Nicole Layne—of Tennessee

Leroy Environmental Service Award
  Zack Fox Loehle—of Georgia

Linda Wheat Grant in France
  Ella Carolyn Dermon—of Tennessee

Michaux Nash Award—for outstanding performance in men’s track
  Taylor Ridge Davis—of Alabama

Nicholas Barnet Gilliam Jr. Award—for outstanding performance in Theatre
  Chynna Blair Bradford—of Tennessee

Robert Hooke Prize—for achievement in Mathematics
  Tran Bao Ly—of Vietnam

Ruggles-Wright Prize in French
  Anne Hodges Blau—of New York

Schauss Award—for accomplishment in Spanish
  Maren Augusta Louttit Johnson—of Florida

Shepard Photography Award
  Mary Carmen Perez—of California

Shotwell Cup—for excellence in cross country
  Katherine Louise Jannotta—of Maryland
Spencer-Slay Award—for outstanding performance in women's track
L’Or Imman Caland Puymartin—of California

Susan Miller Selden Award
Daniel Rosales Girón—of Honduras

Tennessee Williams Award for Creative Writing
Spencer Martin Hupp—of Arkansas
William Stephen Johannsson—of Tennessee
Sara Jane Kachelman—of Alabama
Nathaniel Richard Nelson—of Tennessee

Walter Guerry Green Medal for Latin
Samantha Marie Meyer—of Texas

William T. Allen Award—for excellence in Physics
Aidan Taylor Farr—of Washington

Omicron Delta Kappa
Anne Barry Adams
Atanas Stefanov Apostolov
Sara Anne Balte
Karen Risoer Bjerre
Armonté Everett Butler
Catherine Rose Casselman
Rachel Claire Chu
Robert Rushton Corey
James Boyd Dunaway
Elizabeth Suzanne Eidson
Sonia Catalina Francone
Grace Drake Gibson
William Hunter Godsey
David Walker Harkins
Katherine Claire Elise Hill
Lam Ngoc Ho
Sara Jane Kachelman
Kathleen Delaney Kelso
Zack Fox Loehle
Tran Bao Ly
Mark Overton McAlister
Shelby Heath Meckstroth
Mary Carlton Murphy
Robert Wesley Pearigen
Sarah Tillman Reeves
Christina Penn Rutland
Katherine Thomas Sharp
Fridien Nana Tchoukoua
Anne Gray Thornburg
Charlotte Jane Turner
Gabriella Eliza Valentine
Michael Buckley Wallace
Alexander Stevenson Wedding
Phi Beta Kappa
Anne Barry Adams
Sara Anne Balte
Claire Linnea Burgess
Hayden Faulkner Byrd
Lydia Abigail Cook
Martha Overton Dinwiddie
Sonia Catalina Francone
Grace Drake Gibson
Veronica Gordillo-Herrejon
Meaghan Marie Gray
Colin Michael Harper
Iris Susanne Harrison
Lillian Reid Howell
Maren Augusta Louttit Johnson
Andrea Grey Jones
Kathleen Delaney Kelso
Kathleen Ann Kull
Margaret Rose Lebow
InSoo Lee
Zack Fox Loehle

Tran Bao Ly
Mark Overton McAlister
Darby Joseph McGlone
Benjamin Andrew McKenzie
Jennifer Ashley Merriman
Samantha Marie Meyer
Nathaniel Richard Nelson
Duncan Scott Pearce
Lucas Charles Peglau
Henry Pittman Person
Sarah Tillman Reeves
Grayson LeMaster Ruhl
Courtney Diane Saunders
Harang Song
Lily Castle Tidwell
Virág Imola Turcsán
Joseph Parker Turner
Christian Nicole Whittemore
Kimberly Nicole Williams
Huiqi Xu

Sigma Alpha Alpha
Carrie Owen Anderson
Elizabeth Suzanne Eidson
Mark Overton McAlister
Shelby Heath Meckstroth
Ryan Wesley Poole
George Graham Pratt
Jake Ryan Rubenstein
Logan James Stockton

II. NATIONAL AWARDS IN THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship to Germany
Jennifer Ashley Merriman—of Texas

Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship to Malaysia
Nancy Hua—of Alabama

Thomas J. Watson Fellowship
Mark Overton McAlister—of North Carolina

Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion
Armonté Everett Butler—of Maryland
Lam Ngoc Ho—of Georgia